
Chapter Seven
Training Activities

ere lvhow is the main concern of this chapter. l want to share with you the classroom application
of the optometric understandings presented in the preceding chapters. Keep in mind that these
procedures are a starting point inthe training of children. They are expanded through optometric

use of lenses, prisms, and specific optometrie training devices.
All training activities are designed to help a child develop the myriad of visual, motor, and language skills
needed to perform in the classroom. These skills are developed by emphasizing the process (how he does
it) as a child is engaged in an activity. This is accomplished by constantly reinforcing the need for the
child ’sawareness of what he is doing with and to himself in the areas of vision, motor, and language as he
performs a specific activity. End results are not given the major emphasis.
The goals of the classroom training activities are to have the child develop the following:
° Free and effortlessmovements of eyes, hands, andbody.
° Reciprocal movement.
° Body awareness.
° Consistency in direction.
° Correction of his own errors.
° Comfortable use of receptive, internal, and expressive language.
° Maintenance of his peripheral visual and auditory world while engaged in a task.
° Integration of all sensory-motor systems.
The goal of training is achieved when a child knows what hcis doing with and to himself in the areas of
vision, motor, and language, is aware of his errors, and can correct his own errors.
Basic to all training procedures are the following considerations pertaining to vision, motor, language and
communication:
l. Vision
a. Maintaining visual monitoringof body movementseusing eyes to direct and alter body move-

ment.
b. Maintaining awareness of a total peripheral volume of spacewhile engaged in a visual, motor

or language task. Peripheral awareness aids ease of movement,automatic functioning, body
balance, and binocular vision.

c. Maintaining smooth, effortless, and accurate eye movements.
Z. Motor

a. Awareness of muscular movement and patterns of movement-proprioccption and kinesthesis.
b. Awareness of control ofmovement in desired directions.
c. Awareness of unrestrictedmovement.
d. Awareness of reciprocalmovement ,

3. Language
a. Listening to instructions - receptive language.
b. Programing, evaluating, and correcting response - inner language.
e. Executing into action or producing a product through verbal, visual, and motor systems (talk-

ing, writing, body reactions, thought) - expressive language.
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4. Communication
The use of language becomes the key in keeping a child emotionally open while engaged in a training
activity. All leaming takes place from within. A child can be led toa situation and he can be shown how
to do it,but the doing ishis. Perfomance can either be a superficial duplication of what a child has been
shown, or it can be a meaningful response that comes from within the child. When a child is emotionally
open and comfortable with his instructor, he will feel free to make errors and share his inner thinking and
reactions. When he is afraid of judgment and criticism, he will tum off and whatever performance comes
through will be without insights that can be applied to future situations.Allowing the child freedom of his
thoughts by removing judgment from his expressive perfonnance encourages his creativity, responsive-
ness, and willingness to look at and correct perfonnanee.
When a child makes an error, ordering him to correct his error may tum him off to Ieaming and cut off
communication. Asking himquestions, however, about his perfomiance opens himup to positive achieve-
ment by establishing a communication-bond between himself and his instructor. This can be done by
keeping the following in mind:
° Encourage the child tocorrect his ownerrors.-Explain to the child that the concem iswith howhe does an activity and his understanding of his errors,
rather than the finished product.

° Question the child about his performance instead of ordering him to correct his error.
° Endsentences with a question mark (‘?) rather than anexclamation mark (!).
This concept can be illustrated by using the following statements when the child does the reciprocal
crawling training activity:~ Show me the pattem.-Are all your body parts in the properposition?
° Show me how you change and make everything the opposite.
' What partmoved irst? Did they all moveatthe same time?
° What part did you forget to move?
° Why am I waiting before telling you to change?
° Didyou forget tomove something?
° Is that the way il's supposed to be?
~ At what are you looking?
Improved Performance
Perfomianee efficiency will show improvement when a child has leamed to integrate his visual, motor,
and language skillsto a levelwhere they support each other. The following signs are noticed by the optom-
etrist, parents, and teachers when the ehild’sperfonnance improves:
~ Reduction ofmuscular tension and anxiety.-Easier andmore effective integration of all senses.
° Increased attention span.
° Expression of positive attitudes.
° Increased rcceptivity and response to instruction.
° Improvement in classroom performance.
° Improvement and increased participation in sports activities.
° Improved leaming.
° Improved social relations.
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Orientation Understandings
A. Thepurposeofthetrainingis discussedwitha childat thefirsttrainingsession. Heis toldthat as a resultof

his optornetricallyorientedtraining hewillperform moreejicient/y andwith less ejort in thefollowing
areas:

l. School. His schoolwork will improve. He will be able to leammore and receive better grades with less
effort and time than he is presentlyusing.He will be able to spend less time on his schoolwork and get
more out of it.

2. Sports. Hisability to catch and hit a ball will improve.
3. Socially. Hewill be accepted by other children.

B. General Rules
l.The child is asked to do the following while he is engaged in all training activities, listening to

someone,watching television, or anything else that he does when his eyes are open:
a. To be aware of a large volume of visual and auditory space.
b. To be aware of his body and the movements he makes to do something.
c. Tobe aware of visual, auditory, and body awarenesswithout forcing it-letting it come through
by itself.

d. To be aware of what he is thinking and feeling, both physically and emotionally.
e. To be aware of visual space, auditory space, and body awareness all at the same time.
f. Tobe aware of what he is doing with himselfand to know his reactions.

2. Competition
a. There is no competition in the training situation.Each child has his responsibility andone child

is not set against another.
b. There are no races, time tests, or any other factors to put pressure onhim.
c. Thcrc is a job to do and he is to spend his time developing his skills. (Some socialization is

encouraged because many of these children need to talk to other children.)
C.Childrenwho are advanced in trainingare asked to teach newchildren how to docertain training tech-

niques. This is done to help the experienced childwith his expressive language. In addition to the value
oflearninghow to express and share, an ejective way to learn is to teach. Teaching another child
gives the childwho is the teacher recognition that he hasgainedproficiency in the training. Allowing
him to assume the responsibilityofteaching another child is a boost to his self-esteem.

HelpingChildren DiscoverThemselves
A childmust know the names of his body parts and the action of each pan. Frequently a child does not
know the names or actions of the parts of his own body. Demands for performance are made, with the
assumption that a child has full awareness of his body and the use of its parts.Assume nothing and take
nothing for granted. Help a child leam about hisown body through the following activities:

I. Awareness of Body Parts
a. Have the child point to and name each ofhis body’s parts.When hcdocs not know the proper

name, supply it to him.
Question.” "Point to theparts ofyour body. What is the n am efor eachone? "

b. Have the child name and move his body parts inall possible directions.
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Question: “Howmany differentways will each bodypart move? ”

(1) Gross Parts
(a) Head

(b) Trunk
(e) Shoulders

(d) Arms

(e) Forcarm
(T) Hand from wrist
(g) Leg
(h) Foreleg
(i) Foot from ankle

(2) Finer Parts
(a) Eyes
(b) Fingers
(e) Toes

(d) Eyebrows
(e) Facial expressions
(f) Eyelids (winking either eye)

2. UsingBody Parts
a. Jumping, hopping, walking.

(1) In place -jump, hop, walk inplace.
(2) ln directions - jump, hop, walk in the following directions: right, left, forward, backward,

forward to right, backward to right, forward to left, backward to right.
(3) Jump, hop, walk to specific spots in the room.

(4) Language.
(a) With auditorymemory and motor output. Give a number of instructions, e.g., “Hop on

your right foot three times, walk to the leh for two steps, hop on your left foot three
times and stop.” Start with simple instructions, varying the number of actions given
according to the ehild’s ability to remember the following instructions.

(b) With visual instructions f repeat 4a bywriting directions ona 3 X 5 card. Child is to
put what he reads or sees into a motor movement.This may be done with pictures or
words.

b. Skipping
(l) Skipping is a hop and slide action. The ehild must alternate feet. He hops and slides first

on one foot, and then the other is brought forward, and he hops and slides on that one. He
repeats this action as he moves across the room.

(2) lnstruetions:

(a) Skip to specific spots in the room.

(b) Language.
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i. Give a number of verbal orwritten instmctions, e.g., “Skip to the door, tum right and
skip to the chair, tum lenand retum to your starting point.”

ii.Combine skippingwith hopping,jumping, and walking.
c. Hccl-toe walk.

(1) Heel-toe walk is done bywalking on a line as follows:
(a) The heel of one foot is placed against the toe of the other, both feet on the line.
(b) The feet are altemated as the childmoves across the floor,using the line as his guide.
(c) The heel strikes the floor first, then the ballof the foot.

(2) Instructions
(a) Heel-toe walk to dilTerent spots in the room.
(b) Language repeat as above combining various verbal and written instructions.

d. Metronome
Themetronomemay be used when the child iswalking, jumping, hopping or skipping.The child
istomatchhismovements to the beat of themetronome.Hemay be asked tomoveon each beat,
every second beat, every third beat, or any desired combination. The metronome is set at l20
beats perminute.

Reciprocal Movement
Using the muscles of the body in a reciprocal movement helps a child develop the spatial orientation
needed for classroom activities. His awareness of the thrust and counter-thrust of his body musculature
is the basis for the feeling of movement across a page while he reads and writes. Achild’s knowledge of
direction is not a process of intellect alone-it is the result of a process of the sensing of hismuscular
movement. Effective and unrestricted reciprocal action of the musculature keeps the body responsive to
the nuances in spatial differences caused by light coming into the eyes from different angles. The light
entering the eyes triggers a response which affects themuscles of the balancing systemofthe body,which
in turn provides the personwith a knowledge of spatial orientation and direction. Too many people close
off these muscular sensations and become less responsive to what their body tells them, thereby either
losing spatial orientation or restricting the amount of space inwhich they can effectively function. The
trainer, using optometric oriented training, must develop the child’s ability to keep himself open and
responsive to his body even in tension producing situations.
Properly done, reciprocal movement requires active use of the body in a thrust and counterthrust (coun-
terbalancing) action, plus a vertical torque action. The child is to dynamically relate the right halfof his
body to the lcHhalfof his body in a thrust andcounter-thrust action (forwardon one side, backward on the
other), the top part of his body (head,neck, shoulders, and back) to the lower part ofhis body (hips, legs,
and feet) in a vertical torque action.
While engaged in training for reciprocal movement the child is to be aware of himselfand maintain the
following:
° Hismotor movements.-His peripheral vision.
° His inner awareness of the feel ofhismuscles.
' His emotional feelings.
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When he makes an error,he is asked to express his awarenessof havingmade an error (feedback), and then
correct it. The child’s expression of having made an error provides the trainer with feedback regarding
the child’s involvement with the procedure, his sincerity inaltering his status, and his trust of the trainer.
I. Reciprocal Crawling
A. Developing the basic reciprocalpattern. Have the childdo thefollowing:

l. Lie on his stomach, flat on the floor.
2. Extendhis rightarm forward, right leg to the rear and straight,with his foot flattened, and toe pointing

to the right.
3. Move his left leg up the side ofhis right leg,with the sole of the left foot touching the right leg at the

back ofthe knee.
4. Touch his left knee with his left arm.
5. Turn his head to the rightwith his chin resting on his right shoulder.
6. On command, change the position of his arm, legs, and head. Hisposition should now be opposite to

what it had been, as follows:
a. l-lis left arm extended forward.
b. His left leg to the rear and straight, with his toe pointing to left.
c. His right leg drawn up to the side,with the sole ofthe right foot touching his left legat the back

ofthe knee.
d. l-lis right arm touching the right knee.
c. l-lis head turned to the leftwith his chin resting on his left shoulder.

What to l0ok_for.'
° SegmentedPerformance, Performance is segmented when head, arms, and legs do notmove in smooth,
synchronized, and simultaneous motion.

° Peripheral Vision. Ask the child what he saw in the room as he did the procedure. Did he maintain a
broad or open dynamic visual field?

° Kinesthesis. Ask the child if he can fccl his movements.
B. Gerling the eyes in the acl.

l. Basic instructions for movement arc thc same as in panA.
2. Place an object about 18"to 24"away from the child’s right and left shoulders. Pictures, colors, fonns, or
flashcards with the child’s vocabularywordsmay be used as the fixation object.

3. As the child goes through the procedure, he is to look at the object on the side ofthe extended arm; ie.,
when right arm is extended, child isto rotatehishead to the right and look at the object on the right.

4. Reenforce the need to maintain a broad or open peripheral visual field.
C. Crawlingwith movement, The basicpazzern is altered as follows:

1. Have the handwhich is placed on the knee, placed flat on the floor.
2. The child is to push with that hand and pull with the other.
3. The legs push and changewith the hands.
4. The head turns towards the extended arm as in the basic pattern.
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RECIPROCAL CRAWLING PATTERN

RightHand Forward

Left Hand Forward

D. Combining crawling with other systems. Integration ofvision, motor; and languagemay be attainedas
follows:
1. Have the child crawl around the room in various directions.
2. Have the child crawl around the room to specitic objects in the room.
3, Have the child crawl according to instructionswritten oncards.
4. Have the child crawl from directions on a simplemap.
5. Have the child crawl by responding to prepositions, such as, crawl over, under,around, into, etc.

Always work within the child3'ability to perform. Start simply and build up the number of itemsyou
wish the chila' to recall. Wait until the childgainsprofciency in following through on simple instruc-
tions and then make themmore complicated.

II. ReciprocalCreeping
/1. Developing thc basic reciprocal creepingpattern. Have the childdo thefollowing:

1. Kneelonthe iiooronhishands and knees.
2. Raise his right arm and left leg off the Hoof. Extendhis arm forward and his leg backward, both held

straight out.
3. Look at and point to an object straight ahead of him and maintain an open peripheral visual field.
4. Hold the above position for the slow count of tive (about five seconds).
5. Resume basic position.
6. Repeat step 2, this time using his left arm and right leg.

B. What to lookfor
l. BodyAlignment. Arms, head, body, and leg are tobe ina straight line.
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2. Balance. Ease with which child maintains his balance.
3. Peripheral Ifzsion. Ask the child about his dynamic visual field (peripheral vision reinforces body

balance).
4. Kineslhesis. Ask the child if he feels hisbody parts in action.
5. Sidedness. Balance may be better on one side than the other. Difficulty inbalance on one side indicates

restrictionof movement on that side and asymmetry.

RECIPROCALCREEPINGPATTERN

RightHand Leading

LeftHand Leading

Right Hand Leading (SideWew)
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LeftHand Leading (side \new)
i

RightHand Leading (Front View) LeftHand Leading (FrontView)

C.Getting the eyes in the act.
l. Have the child point to an object placed about live to ten feet in front of him as heperforms the basic

pattem described above.
2. As a specific fixation object use the child’s vocabulary or arithmetic Hash cards, colors, or geometric

forms.
D. Creepingwith movement. Havethe childdo thefollowing:

1. Creep across the Hoor in the reciprocal pattem.The thrust to move forward is to come from his back
and hips.

2. Move his arms and legs in a synchronousmovement in response to gravitational pulls.
3. Stop and hold alter each movement forward; then start again.
4. In the stopposition, the extended knee is to touch the wrist of the arm that had been extended.

E. Creepingwithmovement and inner language (timing).
1. “Lift” - “Step.” Have the child do the following:
a. Say “lift”when he lifts his arm and legoh’theHoof.
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b. Thmst forward and change his position saying “step”when his hand and knee touch the Hoor.
c. Matchhismovement and words in time to a metronome as he says: “Lift”and “Step.”

2. “Lift l, 2” - “Step l, 2.”Have the child do the following:
a. Say “Lift l, 2"when he lifts his ann and leg off the Hoor.
b, Thrust forward and change his position to say “Step 1, 2” when his hand and knee touch the

Hoon
c. Match his movement and words in time to ametronome as he says: “Lift l, 2” and “Step l,2.”

3. Integrationwith eye movements. Have the child do the following:
a. Raise his right arm and lett leg.
b. Track a slowly movingMarsden Ball, hanging at eye level, with his extended arm and eyes.
c. As someone slowlymoves a Hashcard, track itwith his extended hand and eyes. Move the card

in horizontal, vertical, circular and diagonal directions.
d. Retum to the basic position atter five to eight scconds.
e. Repeat raising left arm and right leg.
f. Maintain balance throughout the procedure.

4. Creepingwith eyes leading body.
a. Using chalk, string or colored tape, make a single line mazc on the Hoor.Turn the line about

every five feet to have the child change direction as he creeps.
b. Have the child follow the maze using the reciprocal creeping pattem described above.

5. Creepingwith specific direction.
a. Materials and setup:

( l ) Represent the numerals of a clock face oneither 4 x 6 or 3 x 5 file cards.
(2) Select the cards with numbers l2, 3, 6 and 9, representing the four primary positions of a

clock face. Place them on the Hoor in theirproper positions about 6’apart.
(3) Place a different object on each card, such as a toy soldier on #12, a toy caron #3, a pencil
on #6, and a ball on #9,

(4) When the child masters the four primary positions of a clock face, add the other cards to
make up a complete clock face. Place an object on each of the cards.

b. Procedure:
(I) Place the child in the center of the cards (corresponding to the center of a clock face).

(2) Call off the name ofan object,have the childcreep inpattem to the object, and then crccp
back to the center.

(3) Repeat, using the clock number inplace of the object.
(4) When you observe that the child has mastered the clock numbers and their positions, use
the numerical value of the time position; such as, ten after, twenty after, five of, etc.

(5) Receptive language and auditorymemory can be incorporated by having the child go first
to one number, then to two numbers, then to three numbers, and so on,depending on how
many numbers you wish the child to handle at one time.

(6) When he cancreep to the object ornumber you have called offwithout any hesitation,have
himdo the following:
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(a) Crccp to the right of an object or number.

(b) Creep to the object or number to the left of the first one.
(C) Continue this with other objects or numbers by creeping to the ri ht and l ft f hg e o t em.

(This is to incorporate direction to what is being done. The child receives the verbal
instruction of right and left and then puts it out in a motor act. He also makes observa-
tions of direction in relationship tohimself.)

(d) An example ofpre-planning is as follows: “Creep to the number tothe right of #12, then
to the number t th l ft f ‘ `o e e o #9.Where will you be when you f|nish‘.”’

(7) Visual memory and response to written symbolsmay be incorporated as follows:

(a) Write the instructions on 3 X 5 cards.

(b) Have the child respond motorically to the information on the cards.
III. Body Roll (LogRoll)
This activity helps a child develop the following;
° Interaction between the upper and lower half of his body.
° Feeling for countermovement-reciprocal movement.
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° Head to toe direction.
~ Control of body movement.
How to do it:
A, TheReciprocal Pattern. Have the childdo thefollowing:

1. Lie down on the door.
2. Stretchhis arms out abovehis head (on theHoor)with his hands clasped.

(Refer to illustration below)
3, Rollover by first tuming his head inthe directionhewishes to tum, then follow with his shoulders and

trunk, and the rest of his bodywill respond to the torque (hold his ankles to prevent him from leading
with his feet or pelvis).

4. Tum from his stomach onto his back and stop; then tum from his back onto his stomach and stop.
Repeat in each direction.

5. Continue without anyoneholding his ankleswhen he can control his body.
6. Maintain a broad and open dynamic visual field becauseperipheral awarenesswill improve the perfor-

mance.
B. WithDirection.

l. When the child has demonstrated that he can use the torque from the upper halfof his body to propel
the lower half, specific directionmaybe added.

2. Have the child roll to specilic places or objects in the room.
3. Usedirections ofright and lell.
4. Make directionsmore complicated, e.g., three rolls to the right, one to the left.

BODY ROLL

Starting Position

Tuming from Back toStomach
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IVAngels-in-the-Snow
This activity helps the child in the following ways:

» Develops awareness of body parts.
0 Stimulates language functions.

Receptive-he must leam to move oncommand.
Inner-he has to evaluate his action and think before hemoves.
Expressive-hemust vocally relate his error.

How to do it:
Have the child do the following:
A. Lieon the floor, on his back.
B. Hold hisarms at his sides; his feet outstretched and together.
C, Respond on command to open and close. Open when the command open is given; close when the

commandclose isgiven; i.e., “Botharms andboth legs.” Pause for twoor three seconds-open.Watch
the child’s performance and if satisfactory, say close.

D. When the child makes anerror and corrects it himself, lethimknow that you are pleased; i.e.,Teacher:
“Whocorrected you?” Child: “I didmyself.”Teacher: “T|1at’s the best kind of correction; l am pleased
that you know the difference.”

E.When the child movesbefore command to open: Teacher: “What happened?"Child: “l don’t know.”
Teacher: “What didn’t you wait for‘?” Child: “Youdidn’t tellme toopen.”Teacher: “Try again.”Make
a game of how well the child listens.Act as if you are trying to trick him, but he is really too smart for
you.

F.The instructioncommands are given to the child (one at a time) as follows:
l. Both arms and both legs.
2. Right ann and right leg.
3. Left arm and left leg.

ANGELS INTHE SNOW

BasicOpen Position

Starling Position
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4. Right ann and left leg.
5. Left arm and right leg.
6. Rcstatc “b” through “e”giving leg first and then arm.

VIJumping Jacks

Jumping Jacks are Angels-in-the-Snow done standing up. Body awareness is a necessity for proper perfor-
mance. Have the child do the following:
A. Stand with feet together; hands at his sides.
B. Jump on the command, Open. As hejumps, he is to spread his feet apart sideways; raise both aimsover his

head ina sidewaysmovement,holding them palm topalm against each other; and hold the position.
C. Jump on the command, Close.Ashejumps, he is to bringhis annsdown to his sides;bringhis feet together,

resumehis starting position.
D. Vary the procedure by having the child open the same and opposite sides, as follows:

l. His right arm and right leg.
2. His left armand left leg.
3. His right arm and left leg.
4. His left ann and right leg.

E. Integrating Eyes. Asthe child jumps. have himmove his eyes to a pre-selected spot as follows:
1. Both amis and both legs - on open, look up ccntcr, on close. look down center.
2. Right arm and right leg or right arm and leh leg - on open look up to the right; on close, look down

center.

3. Left arm and left leg or left arm and right leg - on open look up to the leh; on close, look down center.
F. Be aware of the following:

l. Move only on command. This is to reenforce the development of receptive, inner, and expressive
language.

2. Maintain anopen peripheral visual field.
VI. ReciprocalJump
Reciprocal jump isBody Rollstanding up. It is amore complicated integration of body parts.
A. How to do it. Have the child do thc following:

1. Stand on the Hoor with his feet apart.
a. His right foot extended forward and his lett a m i also extended forward.
b. His body is to lean forward and to the right with his trunk and his eyes at the spot to which he is

pointing.
c. His fingers (of leh hand) are to reach and point to the outside edge of the heel of his right foot.

(Fixation targets may be used inplace of his heel by placing an object on his right and left side, in
linewith each heel.)

d. His right a m i isto be extended up and behind him ina counter-poised position.
2. Jump on command and change position.

a. The movement is to be a rotational motion around the vertical axis of the body.
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RECIPROCALJUMP

RightHand Leading LeftHand Leading

b. The swingingmotion ofthe head, anns, and trunk shouldcause the legs tomoveas aproductofthe
torque generated.

c. The action is from bent over to up straight; head, anns, and trunk rotating; arms and legs changing
position; and trunk and arms down again.

3. Repeat back to originalposition.
B.What to look for.

l

3
4
5
6

2
Segmented performance.
Legs changing before trunk rotates.
Arms changing, legs remaining the same.
Tnmk not movingup and down.
Armsmoving without trunk and shouldermovement.
Awareness of an open peripheral visual field.

VII. ReciprocalWalk
Walking is a reciprocalmovement of body segmentsarotmd avertical axis. The child havingdifficulty with left
to rightorganization frequently walks in a segmented manner.
A. How to do it. Have the child do the following:

1.

2.

3.

Stand on the floorwith his feet apart.
a. His right foot forward and his left foot to the rear.
b. His leftarm is tobe extended forwardwith his fingersreaching and pointing to the outside ofhis

right knee.
c. His right arm isto be extended up and behind him in a counter-poised position.
d. His trunk leans forward.
Walk across the roomaltemately changing position.
a. The movement is tobe a rotationalmotion around the vertical axis of the body.
b. The movement is tobe generated from the head, neck, shoulders, back, and legs.
Walk on the balance beam using this reciprocal pattem.
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B.What to look for.
1. Segmented performance.
2. Legs changing before trunk rotates.
3. Same side, rather than opposite sidepattem.
4. Arms moving without trunk and shouldermovement.
5. Walking must be a total reciprocal action of the body and not only amovement from the hipsdown.
6. Awareness of an open peripheral visual field.

Activities that Require Balance
Balance requires the useofthe entire bodyand peripheral vision. The followingactivities help develop balance
and integrate body to vision. Lateralmovement is enhanced as a result of these activities.
I .BalanceBoard
A. Setup.

l. The balance board ismade with a piece of plywood, 21"x 21".Attached to the bottom center is a
3" piecc 0f4" x4".

2. Pieces of rough sandpaper or mbbcr matting are to be glued onto the top surface of the balance
board for foot grips and as a guide for foot placement.

B. How todo it. Have the children do the following:
l. Stand on the balance boardwith his feet on the footmarks.

BALANCE BOARD

2-
N

v

`. 21-V ,
iiéa/4"

at

BevelEdges

(From standard 4" x4’ lumber)
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Down on Right Down on Left Down in Front

Down inBack Moving into Balance ln Balance

2. Manipulate the board as follows:
a. Side to side: rightdown; then leftdown.
b. Front to back: front down; then back down.

3. Learn to balance himself on the board by looking at an object straight ahead at about knee level and
maintain visual awarenessofthe room.

4. Work with the balance board until he has gained proficiency in the manipulation described above,
5. Use balance board with reciprocal movement, as follows:
a. Place a brightly colored object on the right and len side of the balance board in line with and
about a foot from the foot marks. (Flash cards or geometric forms may beused as objects.)
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b. Have the child do the following:
(1) Stand on the balance board with his feet on the footmarks, the left foot side down.
(2) Look at thc left target with his head turned to the left and his right arm pointing to the

target. His leftarm is held back and up in a counterpoised position.
(3) Stand up straightwith his hands over his head, keeping the left side of the board down.
(4) Swing his eyes, head, and trunk toward the target on the right following with his trunk and

left arm extended, pointing at the target. As he does this, his right arm is held up and back in a
counterpoised position.

(5) Stretch andpoint more andmore to the target on the right until his right foot goes down and his
left foot comes up. (l-le will be in a counterbalanced position opposite to his startingposition.)

(6) Repeat, reversing direction.
C. What to look for.

I. Segmented performance, Smooth and simultaneousmotion ofthe head, eyes, armsand legs is desired.
2. Maintenance of an open peripheral visual field.

II. Walking Rail
A. Setup. Awalking rail is made as follows:

l. Materials
a. A 12-fool length of2" x 4" lumber.

b. Three pieces of2 x 8 x I8-inch lumber for supports.
2. Place and fasten the I2-foot length of 2" x 4" on the three pieces of2 x 8-inch supports.

Place a support at each end of the 2" x 4" and one in the center.
B. Howto do it.

W alk i n g Rail

ILM
12 F o o (2” x 4" Rail

12

l'\4.’\l Lf /|~ 1 8 "

support for Ran

ii
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“(Level abovehead)-
L (Level of eyes) Q_(Floor level) “

Walking Rail with Targets on Four-inch Surface 7% ‘<> \Dr ‘

l. Without pattem, have the child do the following:

O¢l<

Q

O

,/

a. Walk on thc 4-inch surface of the rail forward and backward.

(I) He is to walk with a natural movement, a mis swinging freely, and body relaxed.
(2) He is to report to you the degree of awareness ofhis peripheral visual field.

b. Walk on the rail sidewards (right to left and leli to right)whenhe showsproficiency in stepa.
(1) He is to walk with a natural and relaxed movement,

(2) He is to maintain peripheral visual awareness.
2. With geometric fom1s:
a. When the child is able to walk on the railwith case and does not lose his peripheral visual field,

have himwalk on fixation targets painted onthe rail.
b. Paint simple geometric fomis (circle, cross. square, rectangle. triangle and diamond) every I2 to

I5 inches on the 4" surface ofthe rail.
c. Have the child step on the geometric forms as hewalks the rail l`orward, backward, and sideward.

( l ) He is to walk with a natural and relaxed movement.

(2) He is to maintain peripheral visual awareness.
3. With reciprocal pattem:

a. Look, point, and step.
b. Starting at the first fom1, the child is to walk across the rail as follows:
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(I) Look at the form With his right eye (head turned to the left) and say, “Look”
(2) Point to the fonn with his left ann and hand, leaning down and toward the formwith his

right arm and hand extended up and behind him in a counterpoised position, and say,
“Point”

(3) Have the child step on the fonn with his right foot and say, “Step”
(4) He is tomaintain that posture until he takes the next step.
(5) Have the Child reverse the procedure for the next step, as follows:

(a) Look with his left eye (head turned to the right), point to the form with his right arm and
hand leaning down and toward the form.

(b) His left arm and hand extended up and behind him in a counteipoised position, and then
stepwith his left foot.The words, Look,Point, Step, are to coincide with his movements.

c.With spatial targets:
( l) Whcn thc child has mastered the reciprocal movement procedure described above, he is
to walk on the rail looking at objects directly in front of him, rather than objects on the
rail.The fixation objects should be arranged on the wall in nine positions as illustrated on
opposite page.

(2) Have the child do the following:
(a) Walk the rail looking at a fixation point on each forward and backward trip.

i. He is to look at the targets in the following order: center down, ccntcr middle,
center up, lower right, lower left, middle right, middle left, upper right, and upper
left.

ii. He is to move his eyes without moving his head while maintaining ocular fixation
on the target.

(b) Walk forward and backward on the rail in the following posture:
i. Naturally ~ walking with a natural movement, arms swinging frccly, and relaxed.
ii. Reciprocalpattern - same as the look,point, and step using the spatial targets for his

fixation point.
(c)What to look for:

i. Smooth, effortless, and relaxedmovements.
ii. Easilymaintained body balance.
iii. Maintenance of peripheralvisual awareness.
iv. Spontaneous reciprocal movement.

III. SteppingStones
This is a unique procedurewhere the eyes direct placement of
the feet.

. Tt-
A.Materials: Fifteen 8" pieces of2" x 4" aremade by cutting a.
up a I0-foot length of 2" x 4". ii
B. How to do it. l
l. Placement /I

a. The 8"blocks of 2" x 4"maybe arranged on the floor
8"

in straight, curved, or diagonal lines; in geometric fku/forms; or in letter formations. l
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b. The blocks are placed 8" apart (a block can be
used to aid the spacing).

c. Alter the child has mastered the straight line, Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q
give him the freedom of arranging the blocks
insimple pattems.

The child is instructed to walk from one block to
another, lookingwhere he is stepping, and maintaining awareness of his surroundings.
He is towalk forward, backward, and sideward.
Integrating auditory, visual, and motorperformance is done as follows:
a. Asthe child walks onthe blocks,he is todo and say the following:

( l ) When his leg is lifted, he is to say, “Lift”
(2) When his leg is lowered and he steps on the next block,he is to say, “Step.”

b. Using a metronome for extemal beat, therebymatching auditory, motor, and vision.
(l ) Setmetronome to 120beats per second.
(2) As the child walks on the blocks, he is to do and say the following:
(a) When his leg is lifted, he is to say, “Lift, one, two,” keeping in time with the metro-

nome.

(b) When his leg is lowered and he steps on the next block, he is to say, “Stcp, one, two,”
keeping in time with the beat of the metronome.

(3) Have the child step at every third, fourth,or filth beat.

(4) Peripheral visual awareness is to bemaintained at all times.

~,...--_---..~,“,.¢/, ~» .--. _ , ag , » -.-».-.;t;,‘j-,..,:-." H ev-.:~ ` .<̀ .""‘I
i .

*A K ,- i; "-.

Triangle Square

Straight Line
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Integrating Vision,Motor, and Language
The followingactivities are designed to integrate vision, motor and language. This is accomplished by having
the child respond with his hands towhat his eyes tell him in terms of spatial location. He is also to respond to
what is taking place visually and motorically.Following are the activities used 1

I. Beanbug
A. Beanbag activities are used to develop the following skills:

l. Catching, throwing, and batting.
2. An open dynamic peripheral visual iield.
3. Eyes leading hands.
4. Self-awareness.
5. Receptive, inner, and expressive language.

B. Understandings:
l. Vision is an automatic process which has the survival ofthe body as one of its primary functions.
2. Peripheral vision, when stimulated by an object moving in aperson’s surroundings, triggers the body’s

survival systems in order to appropriately protect itself.
3. Catching or batting is the appropriate survival act to protect the body frombeing hurtwhen something

is thrown at a person.
4. Hands and arms work in conjunction with the peripheral visual mechanism. When allowed to function

freely, peripheral vision leads the hands and the hands automatically catchwhat is thrown at a person.
5. The same reasoning applies to batting a ball because a bat can be thought of as an extension of the

arms.

C. How to catch. Give the child the following instructions while catching and throwing the beanbag:
l. Look directly at the other person, not at the beanbag.
2. Keep your peripheral visual field open to be aware of asmuch as possible in your surroundings.
3. Lct your hands react to what your eyes see; do not force the catching, hitting, or throwingflet it

happen!
4. Fccl your arms and body responding. Youwill be amazed at how automatic it feels. You catch without

tryingfit just happens.
5. Toss the beanbag in an undcrhand throw.
6. As your catchingbecomes more proiieient, look away fromyour partner by looking at each of the nine

primary positions asyou didwith the walking rail,each time you throw orcatch the beanbag.
a. Straight ahead and down.
b. Straight ahead andmiddle.
c. Straight ahead and up.
d. Right down.
e. Right center.
if Right up.
g. Left down.
h. Left center.
1. Left up.
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7. Asproficiency is gained in throwing and catching, throw ina reciprocal throwing pattem.
The reciprocal throwing pattem for the right-handed child is as follows:
a. Beanbag held in right hand.
b. Right foot forward, left foot back.
c. Right arm back, left hand forward with lingers pointing to the other person.
d. As the child throws, he is to step forwardwith his left foot,his right arm swings forward releasing

the beanbag, and his left a m i swings back and up-all is to happen at the same time.
8. When catching a hard ball, look at the ball and maintain awareness of your peripheral visual field.

D. How to bat.Give the child the following instructions for batting;
l. Look at the pitcher and keep an open peripheral visual field.
2. Hit the beanbag or the ball without looking directly at it when it is pitched to you.
3. Let your hands go to the ball- do not force it.
4. Sequence:

a. Using his hands and a beanbag.
b. Using a paddle and a wiffle ball.
c. Usinga bat and a wiflie ball.
d. Using a bat and anoutdoor sottball.
e. Using a bat and a baseball.

5. When doing steps c, d, and e above, track the ball (look at the ball)as it comes toward you andmaintain
anopen peripheral visual field at the same time.

6. Remember, you are leaming a new process and errors will be made. Youmaymiss thc ball at lirst until
you gain proficiency. Work on the process and do not wony about the balls missed.

E. Visually Directed
l. Make up beanbags in three different colors; i.e.. red.green, and white.
2. The red represents the right hand, the green represents the left hand, and the white represents both

hands.
3. The procedure is as follows:
a. The redbeanbag is thrown to the child and he is tocatch it with his right hand.
b. The green beanbag is thrown to the child and he is to catch it with his lenhand.
c. Thewhite beanbag isthrown to the child and he is tocatch itwith both hands.
d. When the child shows proficiency and no hesitation in responding to the color ofthe beanbag,

do the following:
(l )Ho1d the beanbags behind your back.
(2) Throw one beanbag to the child.
(3) He isto respond by catching the bcanbag with the appropriate hand, directed bythe color

of the beanbag.
(4) Repeat thc procedure until the child can quickly and accurately respond tothe visual stim-

ulus ofthe coloredbeanbag.
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II. BallActivities
The purpose of ball activities is to develop performance in the following areas:

° Integration of eyes with hands, shoulders, legs, and fcct.
~ Flexibility, freedom, and control of the movement of body pans,
° Awareness of a broad peripheral visual field.
° Eye movements
° Spatial judgment.
A. The hanging ball (Marsden Ball).

l. Materials: a hanging ball is made as follows:
a. A 6-foot length of Venetian blind cord.
b. A sponge rubber ball about 3" in diameter.
c. A 1"screw eye screwed into the ceiling.

2. Put theVenetian blind cord through the ball and hang it from the ceiling.
B. How to do it.

1. General: have the child do the following:
a. Hit the ball with his right, left, or both hands.
b. Maintain an open peripheral visual ficld.
c. Add language by vocalizing the side of body he uses to hit the ball: “Right,” “Left,” “Both.”

The direction of the ball can also be vocalized; e.g., “Away from me,” “Towardsme.”
2. With eyes and hands:
a. Suspend the ball at the level of the child’s chin.
b. Instruct the child as follows:

(1) Watch the ball with your eyes and be aware of your surroundings.
(2) Hit the ball with altemate hands.

(3) The movement of your arms should be from the shoulder: the whole arm and shoulder are
to move forward, and your trunk is to rotate around a vertical axis.

c. With langiage:
(l)Hold the ball inyour hand in line with the child’s midlinc.
(2) Letgo oftheball. Just before it reaches thc childcall out which hand,or hands, he is to use
tohit the ball; eg., “Right” “Left,” “Both,” orsay nothing. (Whenyou say nothing, heis
not to hit the ball.) Vary the pattem to keep the childalert.

d. With reciprocal body movement: the child is to hit the ball using the reciprocaljumpas follows:

( l )With his left foot forward, his leharm back, hisright foot back, he is to hit the ball withhis
right hand.

(2) As the ballmoves away, the child is to jump, reverse his pattem,and Strike the ball withhis
lefthand as it comes toward him.

(3) The change of reciprocal movement is timed by the speedof the ball.
e. With peripheral vision as a guide for movement:
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Hitting a

With ReciprocalMovement RightHand Leading

Ball

With Reciprocal Movement Left HandLeading

( l ) The child is to look at anobject across the room and be aware of the entire room.
(2) He is to hit the ball without looking directly at it.

f. Variations: Thc child may hit the ball with his hands, shoulders, hips, knees, or with his feet
while standing or lyingon hisback.
(I) Shoulders:

(a) Position the ball at shoulder level.

(b) Thc child istohit the ballusing his shoulders altematcly
(c) Language may be added by having the child name the shoulder that hits the ball, e.g.,

“Right,” “Left”

(2)Knees
(a) Lower the ball to the level of the child’s knees.
(b) The child is to kick the ball with altemate knees.

(c)Language may be added asbefore.
(3) Feet

(a) Lower the ball to about 6" from the lioor.
(b) Standing: the child is to kick the ball with altemate feet.
(c) Lying down:

i. The child is to lieonhis back.
ii. He is to kick the ballwith his right foot, his left foot, and both feet.

(d)Language may be added as before.
III. HittingACoin I

A. Materials :
1.A large ball about the size of a basketball.

2.Atwenty-five cent piece or equivalent.
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B. Procedure: Have the children do the following:
l. Place the coin on the floor between two children standing ten feet from each other.
2. Take the ball in his two hands and hold it over his head.
3. Look at the coin and maintain visual awareness of the Whole room.
4. Let his eyes 'tell his hands where to reach as he throws the ball towards the coin.He is to feel his hands

go through an arc as if he is going to touch the coinwith his finger tips.
His hands become finger-eyes and his eyes become eye-fingers.

5. Place emphasis on the process. Be concemed with how they do the procedure, not with keeping score
for competition.

Eye Movements
Eye movements-ocular pursuits and fixations-are fundamental to smooth and effortless performance as a
child engages in any of the myriad of classroom activities requiring use of thc eyes. The use of the eyes and
hands are so intertwined that the development of eye movement skillsmust include the useofthe child’s hands.
lt is necessary for the child to derive the feeling that his eyes and handswork simultaneously.
“Hands confirm where eyes look,and eyes confirmwhat hands do,” is a helpful thought when doing the proce-
dures described below. When we work with our hands, we usually look at what We are doing, thereby using
vision to monitor hand actions. When We look at something, touching it will conhrm where it is and confirm
texture, form, and the material ofwhich it is made.
I. Basic Considerations
The child is to do the following:
A. Use one eye at a time and then both together.
B. Move his eyeswithout moving his head.
C. Keep his peripheral field ofvision open at all times.
D. |\/love his eyes in the following primary directions:

I. Horizontal-right and left.
2, Vertical-up and down.
3. Diag0nal~up to the right and down to the left; up to the left and down to the right.

E. Vocalize the direction of his eyemovement, thereby adding the modality of speech to the activity.
F. Use his dominant hand first, the other hand, and then both hands in those procedureswhere hands are used.
G. Use targets, in place of his thumbs, such as words, pictures, numbers, toys, or other objects of interest to
him.

II. OcularPursuits or Trucking
A.Using his thumb. The child, relating eye movements to his own hand (self), is to hold the thumb of his

dominant hand up and about 10 to I4 inches in front of his eyes. His eyes are to follow his thumb and ann
movement as follows:
l. Movehis arm in all of the primary directions, startingwith horizontal movement.
2. Make geometric or other designs in the air, such as, circle, square, triangle, rectangle, oval, diamond,

figure eight, etc.
3. Make letters and words in the air.

B. Relating eye movements to external objects.
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l. Have the children do the following:
a. Pair off'by selecting a partner.
b. Follow an object being hcld in the hand of the partner,
c. Hold the object at about 12" from the child viewing it.
d. Move the object slowly as follows:
(1) ln the primary directions.
(2) Inmaking the geometric designs.

e. Change positions, thereby allowing the partner to follow the object.
2. HangingBall (Marsden Ball)

Have the child do the following:
a. Lie on his back and with his nose in linewith the hanging ball.
b. Lower the ball to about IZ”or fingertip reach above the child’s nose.
c. Swing the ball in thc primary directions.
d. Follow the ball using his eyes and pointingwith his hands, and then with his eyes alone.

III. Ocular Firatinns
A. Relatingfixations to self. Have the child do the following:

l. Hold his thumbs I2 to 14” from his eyes and about 12to I5"apart.
2. Look from one thumb to another in a rhythmic movement.The cadencemaybe counted or clapped out

by the teacher or from ametronome.
3. Make ocular fixations in thc primary directions-horizontal, vertical, and diagonal.
4. Add speech by vocalizing the direction of his movements.

B. Relating iixations to external objects. Repeat the preceding activity, having the child’s partner hold the
nxation objects.

IV Integrating eyemovementswith receptive language, auditorymemory,form, visual memory,and
hands-programedletters.

A.Draw simple line drawings on the chalkboard representing figures of interest to the child.
They may be ships, faces, or animals.

B. ln each drawing,mark a center pointwith an This is to be used as a fixation point.
C. Arrange the figures to represent the comers of whatever form is desired; such as a square, a triangle, a
diamond, etc.

D.Place a letter or number abovceach figure. (Shouldthe childnot be able torespond to numbersor letters, then
use a different picture at each point of the form.)

E.Oncommand, havethe child drawa lineconnecting onepicture to another. The line shouldbedrawn from the
center of one “X” to the center of another. (The resulting fom1 will he a square, triangle, rectangle, circle.
diamond, etc.)

F. Enhancirtgauditorymemory.Auditorymemory isaddedtothe trainingbyverballyinstructingthechildtomake
a sequence of movements.This is accomplished by havingthe child do the following:
l. “Draw a line in the following sequence:A, B.”
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PROGRAMED LETTERS
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2. Follow through by drawing lines according to your verbal command and look to see what form has been
made.

3. Start offby remembering two letters, then three, and soon.
4. “Draw a line in the following sequence: B, C, D,B."
5. “Draw a line in the following sequence; A, B, C, D,A.”

G.Enhancing visualmemory.Visual memory canbe developed bywriting the instructionson3x 5cards and
having the child carry out the movements, as he did with the auditory instructions.

H. When the procedureshave beenmastered at the chalkboard, theyare to be repeated with pencil and paper
at the child’s desk.

I4EyeFixations-Near to Far andFur to Near
To help the child use his eyes to guide hand movements, the following procedure requires that he watch
the chalkboard and transfer to paper at his desk in a manner similar to what he will do when he copies
written material from the chalkboard.
A.Using a game. Tohelp the child develop the skill needed when copying from the chalkboard, do the
following:
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l. Draw a road on the chalkboard, marking off various positions along the roadway with simple line
drawings of a house, school, gas station, etc.

2. Reproduce the roadway on other sheets.
3. Have one child lead the class by givinghim a toy car.He is to have his car ride along the roadway on
the chalkboard and make stops at the various stations.

4. As the child at the chalkboard moveshis car, the children at their seats are to follow, marking the route
with red pencil and making a circle around the places where the car stops. They are to keep pace on
their roadmapwith the car on the chalkboard.

B. Copyingfrom the chalkboard and visualmcmory.
l. Have a child draw basic geometric forms (use circle, square, cross, triangle, oval, rectangle, and

diamond) on the chalkboard.
2. The other children are to copy the forms at their seats, making as few fixations as possible.
3.Start with only one form. Increase to two, then three, etc. Makecombinations of forms.
4.Visualization and Visual Memory.
The children are to do the following:
a. Look at the form(s) on the chalkboard.
b. Close their cycs and picture the form(s) in their “mind’s’ eye.”
c. Draw the form(s) in the air with their dominant hand, eyes remaining closed.
d. Draw the form(s) on paper as ifcopying from amental picture.
e. Check their product against the form on the chalkboard and correct their product if it is in error.

C. When doing the procedures described above, emphasize the following to the child:
l. When you look at the chalkboard, see the form, the chalkboard, and the room all at one time.
2. When you close your eyes try to visualize all that you saw.
3. When youmake what you have seen on paper, be visually aware of all around you.

The Chalkboard
The chalkboard is a helpful device to help a child develop the eye-hand-body skillshe needs for classroom
perfonnance.
Chalkboard activities are designed to help a child to develop the following:
I. SpatialOrientation-awarenessofdirection,position, andmovement ofarms.
A. Proprioceptionfan individual’s awareness of the position andmovement of his muscles.
B. Kincsthesis-an individual ’sawareness ofthe position andmovement of hismuscles used to perform
a specitic musclemovement pattem, such as writing, typing, eye movcmcnts.
(Organizational pattem ofmusclcs for specificmovements.)

C. Orientation to space consistentwith body position.
l. Up is up towards the head.
2. Down is down towards the feet.
3. Right is towards the right side of the body-to the right of the body`s vertical midline.

4. Left is towards the left side of the body-to the leftof the body`s vertical midline.
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II. Movement-freedom andcontrolofdirection ofarm movement.
Whenefficientkinesthesis for form andword formation is developed, less visualmonitoring is required,
thereby freeing vision and the brain to gather and integrate information.

A. Form conceptfability to recognize and reproduce letters,words, and shapes, or:
l. Discrimination between the elements of form.
2. Recognition and reproduction of form.

B. Handwritingfl-Iandwritingrequiresachild totranslate avisualimpression into amotormovementpattern
with his productmonitored by vision.
l. Manuscript writing.
2. Cursive writing.

Chalkboard Activities
I. Arm MovementActivities
A. General considerations:

1. All movements are to bemade using the full arm from the shoulder.
2. The child is to stand at the chalkboard as follows:

a. Both feet equally apart - about 9 to 12".
b. Balanced on both fcet.

3. The chalk is to beheld as follows:
a. Sideways with thumb on the bottom and the tips of the other fingers on top.
b. The point of thc chalk is at the thumb end.

4. What to emphasize inall chalkboard activities:
a. Feeling tone.

(1) Allmovementsare tobe done slowly.Say, “Iwant youtomove slowly and feel the musclesot
your arms, shoulders and backWorking.”

(2) “We are in no hurry. Can you fccl thc movcmcnts in your muscles?"
(3) “Do your muscles fcel diffcrcnt from one position to another?”

(4) “Tellmehow they feel different.”
b. Maintenance of a wide peripheral visual field.
c. Freedomof movement.

5. Levels of performance.
a. Scribbling ~ random movements to free the arm.
b. Movements with direction - to develop freedom of movement and feeling for different direc-

tions.
c. Movementswithin boundaries - freedom of movement monitored by the eyes.
d. Specificmonitoringof hands by eyes - eyes leadingand guiding hands in specific activities.
c. Integrating eyes, hands and speech by repeating steps b and d as follows:

With eyes, hand and speech have the child do the following for allmovements:

( l) Vocally describe his movements.
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ProperWay of Holding Chalk for a Right-Handed Person Chalk on Chalkboard

1

3
4
5

2

Scribbling onChalkboard

(2) Say, “Up,”when his a i mmoves up; “Down,” whenhis arm moves down, etc.

B. Scribbling. Instruct the child to do the following:
Scribble on the chalkboard using his whole arm.
Make his scribbles in all directions and patterns using a continuousmotion.
He does not have tomake a drawing or anything recognizable. Anything he makes is satisfactory.
Makeall horizontal lines from one side of his body to the other, passing through his vertical midline.
Make his movements from waist level to a few inches above his head.

C. MovementswithDirection.
l.

2.

Movements with direction:
a. Circular - clockwise and counterclockwise.
b. Horizontal ~ left to right; right to left.
c. Vertical- up and down.
d. Diagonals - up to right and down to left; up to leftand down to right.
General:

Have the child do the following:
a. Startby making large free movements (15 to 18") in the directions indicated.
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b

c

Make the lines smaller and smaller, in stages, until he can control hismovements within about
two inches.
Makeall lines relative to the child’s vertical and horizontalmidline,as follows:
( l )Horizontal lines from one shoulder to the other, passing through the vertical midline.

(2)Vertical lines on the vertical midline.

(3)Diagonal lines pass through the intersection of the horizontal and verticalmidline at nose level.

(4)Circular lineshave the center at the intersection of vertical and horizontal midlines - nose level.
D. Movements withBoundaries.

l. Addboundaries when the child demonstrates easy and Heecontrol ofwhole arm movements underall
conditions.
a. Use acircle or square to provide boundaries.
b. Startwith a Figure I8" high andwide; reduce in stages to2u

2. Eyesmonitor hand movements when boundaries are used. lfthe child goes beyond the boundary ask
him to observe what he has done andwhat he has to do to correct it.

E. SpecificMonitoring of Hands by Eyes.
l. Lazy Eight:

b

c

d

Have the child stand about one foot from the

2. Followingthe road.
3

b.

e. Have the child make uphis own roadways.
F. Bi-ManualCircles

Bi-Manual circles are to develop a feeling for reciprocal body movement and an integrationof body
sides. This is in addition to the general development activities for movement and its control as previ-
ously stated. Have thc child do thc following:

JV"\,»< if\ _ » _
,//̀~2~e W

a minimumof eight inches to either side of center.

chalkboardwith hisnose in linewith the center
ofthe eight.
Have the child trace the lazy eight, freely and
easily.
Have him reverse his direction after every l0
circuits.

Draw a circuitous roadway on the chalkboard.
At one end draw a simple picture ofa school; at
the other end draw apicture ofasimplehouse. _
Have the child follow the road to school and MMM
home again without going off the road. L;m

a. Draw an eight on its side with the intersection at
the level of the child’s nose.The loops should extend

m
E'

y is E3 EE

illhlii/

l. Make amark on the chalkboard at the level of his nose.Thismark will serveas a point of tixation.
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Large Bi-Manual Circles Showing Fixation X

LargeBi-Manual Circles

2. Stand 12to l4" from the chalkboard with a piece of chalk in each hand.
3. Look at the pointof fixation and be aware of his surroundings.
4. Make circles on the chalkboard using both hands in the following sequence:

a. Basic:Makecirclesmoving hands in the opposite directions (20 times each way).
b. BicycleWheels; Tobe done when proficiency is shown in step above.Make circles moving
hands inthe same direction,similar tothemovement ofthewheels ofa bicycle(20 times each
way).

c. Dropouts: To be donewhen proficiency is shown in steps above. Make circles moving hands in
opposite directions and do the following:
(1) Slowly removeone hand from the chalkboard continuing the circularmovement parallel to the

chalkboard.

(2) Move the removed hand in a circular movement corresponding to the originalmovement on
the chalk board.

(3) Gradually work the dropped out hand from parallel to the chalkboard to a position parallel to
theHoor.

(4) Gradually work the hand back to the chalkboard.

(5)Repeat with the other hand.
(6)Look for the following:

(a) The circle being made on the chalkboard is not tobe alfectedwhen the opposite hand
is removed andworked.

(b) No loss of rhythm.
(c) This indicates thatone side of the body is reciprocating with the other.

(7)Repeat above doingBicycleWheels (same direction).
5. Evaluate the perfomiance for opposite directions, same directions, and removing one hand (dropouts)

as follows:
cyaoxrmorc ss



a. Field awareness
b _Full and free movement of arms
c. Equal size
d. Equalheight
e. Concentric circles.

II. Templates

lO .sy I I ATO
A. Description of templates.
Templates are cutouts of basic geometric formsmade from hcavy cardboard (8" x 12") or plastic.
l. Templates made for chalkboard use consist of the following forms and dimensions:

a. Circle 4 6" in diameter.
b. Square - 6" on each side.
c. Rectangle - 4 by 8".
d. Triangle - base of 8" with 7" sides.
e. Diamond - 4 l/2" on each side.

2. Templates made for desk use have smaller dimensions, as follows:
a. Circle - 2 1/2" in diameter.
b. Square - 2 l/2" on each side.
c. Rectangle - 2 l/2" by 4".
d. Triangle - 3" on each side.
e. Diamond - 2 l/2" on each side.

B. Templates are available from most children’s school suppliers.
C. Purpose of Template Activities. Templates help the child develop the following:

l. Integration of vision, language, andmuscle Sense.
2, Kinesthesis (the feeling for muscle movement pattems) which can be triggered by vision or thought

(inner language).
a. The child will be able to look ata form and know what it feels like to reproduce it.
b. The child can think of the name of a form and trigger feeling of the movement to make the

form and simultaneously visualize the form.
3. Spelling, reading,writing, and arithmetic depend on the abilities described above.

D. How to use the templates:
l. General
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Using CircleTemp|ate Tracing a Circle

a. Posture
Have the child do the following:
(l) Stand atthe chalkboardwith feet apart.
(2) Hold the template against the chalkboard with his nondominant hand; the center of the

form is tobe even with the bottom of his nose.
b. Muscle sense-as the childmoves his hand and arm around the edges of the forms he is to:

(1) Feel the edges with his fingers.
(2) Feelhis ann as itmoves.
(3) Feelthe change of direction and stop at the corners (in forms other than the circle).

c. DynamicVisual Field - he is to be visually aware of asmuch as possible.
d. Language ~ he is to describe his arm movements vocally a&er his first week of training.

This is done as follows: as he traces a square, he is to say “right” as he goes across the top, “down”
as he goes down on right,“left” as he goes across bottom, “up” as he goes up the left side.

e. The sequence from steps 2 to 4 is done daily. At the end of the first week, step 5 is added,
Tactual TriggeringVisual.
Have the child do the following:
a. With eyes closed, run his index and middle lingers around the edges of the form.
b. Feel the edges and try to picture (visualize) the form.
c. Repeat this 20 times each way.
TactualMonitored byVision.
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Have the child do the following:
a. With eyes open, trace around the edges of the formwith a piece of chalk.
b. Watch the chalk and feel the edges of the form.
c. Repeat this 20 times each way.

4. VisionMonitoringHands.
Have the child do the following:
a. With eyes open, trace arotmd the edges of the form with a piece of chalk.
b. Remove the template.
c. Trace around the chalk fom1.
d. Watch the chalk, keep itonthe outlineofthe form, and feel the muscles ofthe arm as itmoves.
e. Repeat this 20 times each way

5. Kinesthesis MonitoredbyVision.
Have the child do the following:
a. Erase the chalkboard.
b. Reproduce the form exactly as he had made it previously. Try to regenerate the feeling his

muscles had as he traced the form.
c. Place the template ofthe fomi against the form he regenerated tocheck for accuracy.

III. Vision andOur Other Senses
Taste, touch, hearing, smell, and sight have been classically considered as our primary senses.
In the formative stages of a child’s life he will look at an object, touch it,mouth it, bang it, and do any other
manipulative action possible. He does all of this to leam as much about the object as possible. As the child
becomes more sophisticated with age, he ceases to explore the world with his hands, mouth,nose, and ears-
using his eyes instead.When he uses his eyes, the child can detennine texture, taste, smell, and the sound of an
object by comparing present observation to previous manipulation of the object or objects similar to it.
The ability toreconstitute previous sensoryexperiences from lightenergy implies that the child hashadprevious
sensory experiences. As the child grows older he does not need to explore new situationswith his hands, and
he can interrelate his senses.None of these factors can be taken for granted in working with children.Activi-
ties are necessary to help achild explore his extemal world with an awareness from all of his senses. Not only
will this increased awareness make the child more alert, but it will assist him in becoming more receptive and
responsive to the educational proccss because he will be personally involved. Wordswill notbc black scratches
on paper, but will come alivewith sensory and experiential meaning.
A. Tactual Skills.

“Eyesconfirmwhat handsdo; handsconfirmwhateyes see,”isthe basicthought inactivities todevelop tactual
(touch) skills.
What to do.
1. The child is encouraged to explore with his hands.
Have the child do the following:
a. Touch asmany things as hecan in the room, hallway, or anyplace he goes. He is to explore the

feeling of the walls, Hoor, ceiling, closets, ctc.
b. Describe in words the fccl of what he has touched and his reaction to it; i.c., smooth, rough,
cold, warm, icky, etc.
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c. Describe, using words and his hands, how different surfaces look to him; i.e.,when you look
at something rough it has little bumps (hands go up and down from left to right, indicating
bumps). Something that s smooth has no bumps (hands go straight across from left to right,
indicating smoothness).

2. The child is to look for and feel objects in thc room which are round and rounded, square, triangular,
rough, smooth, hard,soft, and so on.

3. The child is to take newsprint quality paper and crayon to make rubbings of the texture and patterns
of different objects in the room that have texture or relief, such as gratings, brickwork, and tile forma-
tions. Have the child do the following:
a. Place the newsprint paper over the object tobe rubbed.
b. Rub a crayon in quick gentle strokes allowing the patterns to emerge on the paper
c. Make a composite design on his paper using his rubbings.

4. The child is to identify textures, shapes, objects, letters, and other items using only his hands. This is
done as follows;
a. Blindfold thc child
b. Place objects inhis hands, such as forms, lcttcrs,numbers, texturedmaterial, sandpaper, letters
and forms, etc.

c. Have the child feel the object and verbally identify it.
d. Take the child to different places in thc room and havehim describe the object he is identifying
with his hands in relationship to its position or location in the room.

e. Remove the blindfold and have the child confirmwith his eyes what he has touched with his
hands.

B. Auditory Skills.
l. Identification of objects.
The child is given experiences in identifying objects through the use of his hearing, as follows:
a. Standbehind the child.
b. Tap, rub, or initiate a sound from an object. Recordings can bc used for sounds that are not in

the immediate surroundings, such as sounds of animals, sirens, guns, automobiles, etc.
c. The child is to identify the object by the sound it makes.
d. After the child has made his verbal identification:

(1) Allow him to confirmwhat hc has hcard by touching and looking at the object if it is in the
r o o m , l fthc object is not in thc room, have thc child match thc sound to a picture.

(2) Have the child attempt to imitate what he heard either vocally or by initiating the sound
from an object matching the one he heard.

2. Auditory-spatial relationships are developed by having the child tell you the location of the sound.
3. Temporal Sequencing.

a. Tap out patterns and have the child reproduce them on paper; i.e.: tap, tap, tap-becomes . _.
tap, tap, pausc, tapfbccomcs ._.

b. Contrast loudness and softness; i.e., soft tap, soft tap, loud tapfbecomes . . .
c. The combination and variations are innumerable. Have the children devise their own patterns.

Morse code (meaningfulpatterns) can beused when thechild showsproficiency in recognizing
meaningless patterns.
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4. Auditory-visualmatching.
a. Place the pattems described above oncards.
b. Tap out the pattem and have the child select the card which matches the auditory pattem,

thereby visually identifying the pattem.
C. Action Triggered byVisual orAuditory Stimuli.
Any activity programed for the child to follow auditory or visual instructions will beto his benefit.
l. Verbally - tell the childwhat to do.
2. Visually - write, diagram, or pictorially representwhat he is to do. The instructions may be placed on

index cards.
There are innumerable activities which can be presented sequentially. Any activity may be used wherc the
child takes in visual or auditory instructions, processes it, and puts it into action. The following activities are
an example of those which may beused:

l. All of the training activities.
2. Putting apuzzle together.
3. Playing games having to do withmovement.
a. Giant steps
b. Simon says
c. Putting oneselfthrough the movement or placing objects according to prepositions.

4. Building amodel,
D.Vision Triggering Speech.

l. Havea child cut pictures out of magazines and mount them on heavypaper. The picture may represent
the following:
a. Fruits,houses, bicycles, etc.
b. Scenes
c. Colors
d. Concepts
e. Emotions
f. Any other category.

2. Havea child look at a picture and describe what he sees. Try to elicit the following:
a. ldentihcation of the picture - what it is.
b. Colors
c. Relationships
d. Understandings
e. Asmuch about the picture as possible; i.c., shown a picture of atelevision set.

( l ) Identification- TV set.

(2) Color - black and white.
(3) Parts - screen, cabinet, knobs, etc.

(4) Relationships - cabinet made ofwood, screenmade of glass.
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(5) Understandings - description of how TV pictures are made and broadcast and how received,
names of TV channels.

6) Favorite TVprograms, and so on.
3. Have the child write or dictate a story about the picture.

I I{Action TriggeredbyAuditory Stimuli
A. Following directions.

l. Pair the children to work on this procedure.
2. Have one child (A) give the instructions and the other child (B) carry them out exactly as hc is told.

a. Child Adescribes what to do.
b. ChildBworks only on the basis ofthe informationgiven him. Heis not to anticipate or correct

A’s instructions.
Example #]- Using arrows.

l. ChildA sees conhguration which is on a 3 x 5 card.

. _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ )

2. Child B is at the chalkboard or at his desk with paper and pencil.

3. ChildA says, “Draw an arrow.”
4. Child B says, “I need more information.”
5. ChildA says, “Draw an arrow pointing to the right.”
6. Child B says, “I need more information.” ChildB may draw an arrow pointing to the right, but he is

not to draw it in the center ofthe box.
7. Child Amust say, “Draw an arrow in the center ofthe box,pointing to the right.”

Do not initially tell the children how to do it as in step 7. Let them work it out between them. This will help
both children usc rcccptivc, inner, and cxprcssivc language.
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Configurations for additional arrow exercises
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Example #2- Tic-tae-toe.
l. Start with a tic-tac-toe box.
2. ChildAhas the following design on a card:

3. Child Bhas the following design on the chalkboard orpaper:

4. ChildA is to say, “Place acircle inthe leftmiddle box,a triangle in the lowermiddle box, and an X in
the upper right-hand box."

5. ShouldChildAnot give the information as described inStep 4,ChildBmust ask formore information.
B. The Metronome.
Auditory triggering motor action using the metronome.
The metronomemay beused with any training activity which requiresmovement.The child isrequired
tomove in relationship to the timing of the beat of themetronome, which may be set at 60 or 120 bcats
per minute.
What todo.
I . Matching
a. Have the child do the following: Tap with his foot or fingers in time to thc beat of the mctro-

nome.
b. Havc the child move his eyes from one object to another in time to the beat ofthemetronome.
c. Pause and tap.
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(1) Have the child do the following: Tap on cvery other beat.
(2) Have thc child tap to a variation of every third, fourth, etc. beat.

d. When integrated with themotor activities, such as walking rail, creeping, etc., the same proce-
dure is followcd. First the child moves on each beat of the metronome, then on the second,
third, etc.

2. At the chalkboard.
Have the child do the following:
a. Draw lines to the beat of the metronome.

( l ) The faster the rate ofthe beat, the shorter the line.
(2) The child is to notice that in order tomake a larger line,when thc rate ofthe beat is fast, he has

to move faster.
b. Making geometric forms to the beat.
Have the child do the following:
(1) Make a square, rectangle, diamond, triangle, 01' any other sharp cornered figure to the beat of

the metronome.The chalk is to reach the corner ofthe iigure on the tick of Stamng pomtthe metronome.
(2) Move his hand fast enough to reach his starting point at the tick of the

metronome when making a circular figure.
c. In relationship to a clock.
Have the child do the following:
(I) Make a large clock face on the chalkboard, Startwith the primary numbers: 12, 3, 6, and 9.
(2) Place his chalk on 12.Move the chalk to 3, 6, and 9 to the beat ofthemetronome.
(3) Add the other numbers and play a game.
Instructions to the child may be given either verbally or written on 3 X 5 cards.
(a) Oneach tick, the child is to go from number to number in sequence.
(b) Oneach tick, the child goes to every second number.
(c) On each tick, the child is to move across the clock, such as : l to 8, 8 to 3, 3 to 9, etc.
(d) On each second tick, the child can move to a number.

(e) On each tick, the minute rather than the hour designations may be used, such as: I5
after, in place of 3 o’clock; 25 of, in place of 7 o’clock; a quarter of, in place of 9
o’clock, etc.

V Tachistoscope
The tachistoscope is a device used to rapidly flash forms, words, numbers, sentences, pictures, and

other material on a screen. This instrument is customarily used to increase the “span ofperception,” in that
a child is told to look at a point on a screen and try to seewhat is flashed during a short time exposure. He
has to then reproduce what he has seen.

Optometric concem is to develop a meaningful process for gaining information from aminimal visual
stimulus. In this procedure, the child is to focus his attention and gain meaning by allowing his visual
process to function spontaneously. The attempt in training is to develop within the child an ability to “see
and know,” Without tension.
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A.How to do it.
l. Seat the child about three to eight feet from a screenor chalkboard (a chalkboard is preferred).
2. Outline the area on the chalkboard where thematerial will beHashed.
3. Give the child the following three verbal commands:
a. Ready - point your eyes at the center oftheoutline on the chalkboard andbecome aware ofthe

room.

b. Now- open your eyes verywide; beperipherally aware of the room and get ready to reach out
with your eyes as if youwere going to catchwith your handswhat is flashed.
Donot lose visual awareness of your surroundings.

c. Flash- after a one-second pause, actually flash thematerial on the chalkboard.
4. After the Hash, the child is to closehis eyes andmentally picture what has been flashed.
5. Have the child, keeping his eyes closed, describe verbally and with his handswhat he has seen.
6. Have the child open his eyes and make onpaper what he has seen on the chalkboard.
7. Supply immediate feedback by showing the child what was flashed.

B. How to help the child.
l. Emphasize that you are more concerned with how he docs the procedure, rather than his results.
2. Question him about his maintenance of his awareness of the room.
3. Tell him to trust his vision - let it happen, don’t force it.
4. Give reassurance - we want the child to lcam that vision is automatic and spontaneous.
Ifhemisses something as he is leaming to develop the process,he isnot to worry becausewith practice
his perfomiance will improve. We arenot judging him, andwedo notwant him to judge, fight,or get
angry at himself.

VI. E_”°ectiveBreathingfor BetterLearning
A. Effective breathing will help a child in the following areas:

1. Speech
2. Oral reading
3. Sports
4. Body awareness and kinesthesia
5. General health

B.How to breathe.
Effectivebreathing requires use of the diaphragm which is located under the ribcage, separating the chest
from the abdomen. Shallow breathing usually results when the diaphragm is notused as the primemover
of the chest. For effective breathing have the child do the following:
1. Primary Position

a. Lie on his back.
b. Place his handson his abdomen.
c. Tighten his abdomenandpress down on it as he slowly expels air through his mouth.
d. Expand his abdomen and release his hands ashe slowly sucks air in through his nose.
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e. Repeat for only twominutes because initially it may cause the child to feel dizzy.
2. Standing-Have the child stand on the Hoof, feet apart and repeat the breathing as described above.
3. As the child goes through the breathing procedures, he is to do the following:
a. Become aware of and feel his body and thc body parts. Body parts involved aret chest, back

abdomen, mouth, and nose.
b. Feel the airmoving into each part.
c. Keep his shoulders relaxed and still.
d. Visualize what ishappening ashismuscles expand and contract.
e. Maintain his pen'pheral visual awareness.
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